Two Robots (Part 6)

But, yeah, but there's also a fan on top that puts it in his hole. But I don't think, but I can remember that, because I know his creation.

OK, OK. And what does it sound like when he blows it?

[RATTLE]

Oh, that's a good sound. You can pull that string if you want to.

[RATTLE]

If you hold it up like this. This is how I like to pull it. Pull it.

[LOUD RATTLE]

Whoa!

You try it.

Yeah, that's the sound that he makes when he absorbs the pattern. He just goes, and just pulls the pattern apart, then.

[LOUD RATTLE]

It takes it in.

He pulls the pattern apart with the spring loaded fan. What does the pattern do for him?

He takes it in and again identifies it and sees its purpose.

Oh. He puts it into his computer, right?

Yeah. It, the pattern, he can put things in the circle on top of them.

Through the circle on top. And then he can what?

Then he remakes.

Then he reads it?

Yeah. And then he remakes the pattern and pushes it out of the circle with the fan.

So it stays in his computer brain, right? A copy. He makes like a clone or a copy?
He recreates a pattern and pushes it out of his circle.

I got it. OK. OK, now these guys are the three main.